
 

The Refugee Solidarity Summit 2020  

What is it? 

The Refugee Solidarity Summit 2020 is a convening of grassroots solidarity networks, non profit 
organisations, activists, volunteers, community organisers and NGOs working in the areas of 
refugee support, solidarity, advocacy and welcome in the UK and across Europe. It will be the 
first major convening of the grassroots network. 

When is it? 

Friday 31st Jan and Saturday 1st Feb 2020 in London at The Albany in SE8. 

Tickets.  

Tickets are offered on a sliding scale (£20 - £100 for a day ticket; £35 - £180 for a two day ticket) 
Prices vary depending on size of organisation or income of individual. Tickets can be purchased 
here.  

Bursary Fund 

We have a limited number of bursary places. If you are overseas we may be able to help with 
travel. To apply to the Summit bursary fund, please click here.  

What will happen there? 

The Summit will offer training, information exchanges and advice sessions for front-line staff 
and volunteers.  

There will also be plenty of time to network, and there will be space to relax, be nourished and 
co-create. We hope it will be instrumental in unifying and refreshing our network, giving us the 
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space to reflect, regroup, celebrate our achievements, galvanise our approaches and move 
forward with a clearer sense of collective purpose - especially in the face of an increasingly 
hostile climate towards refugees and those people who stand in solidarity with them. 

Programming Taster:  The program will be co-created with other representatives from the 
sector, including organisations and people who have experienced displacement first hand.  

Topics we will be exploring: 

Safeguarding, Compassionate Crisis Intervention Training. Strategic litigation: identifying 
opportunities. Criminalisation of Activism. Invisible borders: Turning citizens into immigration 
officials. Strengthening the relationship between INGOs and grass-roots groups. Recognising 
trauma in ourselves and others. Subverting the message - reshaping media rhetoric. Avoiding 
burnout; psychological first aid and best practice. 

Confirmed organisations running training and workshops - Right to Remain, Lynne Jones, Save 
the Children, Migrants Organise, Navigate, OurMala, HopeProjects.  

Confirmed Guest Speakers - Sara Mardini, Mina Jaff, Brendan Woodhouse. 

Wellbeing Space - Hope Projects, OurMala. 

There will be a space at the event dedicated to the wellbeing and support of volunteers and 
activists. 

More info on the Summit overview and intention can be found here 

Ways to get involved 

Shape the program - Respond to our open call for submissions if you want to showcase your 
work or project at the summit, offer training or a workshop or suggest topics you would like to 
see covered at the summit using this form. 

Market Place Stand - If you would like to have a stall in the marketplace please fill out this 
form. 

Volunteer -  If you would like to help out at the event please click here. 

We are trying to ensure that the event is accessible to people of all languages, please complete 
this form and let us know what language you speak, or if you will be attending with someone 
who will require an interpreter (Please only complete this form if you are certain you are 
attending the event.) 

For other info on things like travel and accommodation please check our FAQs here. 
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Accessibility 

The venue is fully accessible, and is located near to Deptford and New Cross stations, both of 
which have step free access. If you have any specific needs please email us on 
info@refugeesolidaritysummit.org. 

The Refugee Solidarity Summit is a collaborative project organised by Solidarity with Refugees 
UK, weareone:collective and Humans For Rights Network, with input with numerous individuals 
and organisations from the sector. 

Contact information: 

email: hello@refugeesolidaritysummit.org  

web: www.refugeesolidaritysummit.org 

facebook: @refugeesolidaritysummit 

instagram: @refugeesolidaritysummituk 
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